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Remarks on the Koebe Kreisnormierungsproblem1

by Robert J. Sibner, Paris

Two multiply connectée domains D and D' are said to be conformally équivalent if
there exists a schlicht map of D onto D''. Koebe has conjectured [5] that every multiply
connected domain is conformally équivalent to a circle domain (a domain bounded by
circles and points), and showed that this was true for domains of finite connectivity
[6]. Results for infinitely connected domains hâve been obtained by Koebe [7],
Denneberg [3], Grôtzsch [4], Sario [8] and for a large class of domains, including
those considered by Denneberg and Grôtzsch, by Strebel [10, 11].

We will show that the Koebe conjecture may be reduced to the following déformation

question: Can every plane domain be deformed quasiconformally onto a circle
domain?

Using this resuit we obtain, in § 3, two theorems which may be used to construct

many new examples of domains for which the Koebe conjecture is true. In § 4 we
show how a slight modification of the method used in § 1 may be used to demonstrate
the conformai équivalence of the domains considered by Denneberg and Grôtzsch
and some of those considered by Strebel.

§ 1. Main Theorem

1.1. We recall [1] that if fi(z) is measurable and ess. sup|/x(z)| ^k< 1 in a domain
A, then a homeomorphic solution of the Beltrami équation fz ^(z)fz (generalized
derivatives are understood) is said to be quasiconformal or ju-conformal in D. If/M
and g* are two solutions, thenfflo(gfl)~1 is conformai. If fi is given in the entire plane,
then the Beltrami équation admits a solution w11 which is unique up to a Môbius
transformation. For completeness we include the proof of the following lemma which
is contained in [9] :

Lemma 1. Let C be the circle defined by \z—a\ Q. Suppose that ii{z), defined in the

entire plane, is compatible with reflection in the circle C, ^i{R(z)) — {RijRz) pi{z) where

R(z) a + Q2/(z — a). Then any ^-conformai map of the plane maps C into a circle.

Proof. Dénote by u{z) a ^-conformai map of the plane satisfying u(a) 0 and

w(oo)=oo. Then v{z)—\ju{R{z)) satisfies the same Beltrami équation and the same

conditions at a and oo. It foliows that u Àv for some constant X. Then for points £

on C, |w(Q|2 A so that À is real and positive and u maps C into a circle. The same is

then true for any /i-conformal map of the plane.

x) Prepared under the auspices of National Science Foundation Grant GP-4079, and a Fullbright
Research Grant at the University of Paris.
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1.2. Suppose now that D is quasiconformally équivalent to a circle domain Ko so
that there exists a quasiconformal map/71 of Ko onto D. Then the function /*(z)

///// is defined in Ko. We extend the définition of fi to ail points of the plane which can
be obtained from points of Ko by imite reflections in the circular boundary compo-
nents {Cj} of Ko (of which there are at most a countable number).

More precisely, we define /x in the reflection of Ko in Cx by requiring that it be

compatible with reflection, Ri(z), in Cx. The function fi, now defined in the domain
Kx Ko u Rx (Ko), can be defined in the reflection of Kx in C2 by requiring that it be

compatible with reflection in C2. Next we extend the définition of \i by consécutive
reflections in Cl9 C2, and C3. Continuing the process (at the nih stage we reflect con-
secutively in Cl9..., Cn+1) we obtain a set K* on which the function ft(z) is compatible
with reflection in each circle Cj.

Since the complément of K* is closed, it is measurable.

Let /i 0 on this set. Then [i satisfies the conditions of the lemma for each boundary

component Cj. Letting w^ dénote a /^-conformai map of the entire plane, we
observe that the map g =ffio(wli) ~ * is a conformai map of the circle domain K=wfl(K0)
onto D.

We summarize thèse remarks in

Theorem 1. Let D be aplanar domain. Then D is conformally équivalent to a circle
domain ifand only ifD is quasiconformally équivalent to a circle domain.

§ 2. Remarks

2.1. Boundary correspondence. Let g(z) be the conformai map obtained in § 1 of
the circle domain K onto D. The point correspondence, induced by g, of correspond-
ing boundary components is clearly one-to-one in the case that the boundary
component of D is an isolated Jordan curve. In gênerai we make the following

Remark. Suppose that the quasiconformal map /M of § 1 induces a one-to-one
point correspondence between the boundary component k0 of dK0 (the boundary Ko)
and the boundary component dofdD. Since w^ is a homeomorphic selfmap of the plane,
the conformai map g=fflo(wfl)~i of K=wfi(K0) onto D induces a one-to-one point
correspondence between the boundary component A^w^fco) and d.

2.2. Uniqueness. We say that a map/ is admissible if it maps some circle domain

quasiconformally onto D.
Two conformai admissible maps are usually thought of as "distinct" if they do

not differ by a Môbius transformation. In gênerai, one is interested in the relation
between the number of distinct conformai équivalence classes and (géométrie) char-
acteristics of the domain D. (For example, it is well known that if D is of imite con-
nectivity, then the number of distinct conformai admissible maps is one.)
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It might appear, at first, that by including quasiconformal maps in our class of
admissible maps, we hâve lost sight of this problem The following observations are
made m an attempt to clanfy this point

Two admissible maps/i and/2 are said to be équivalent if they differ by a
quasiconformal homeomorphism w of the entire plane (îe,^ =/2 o w or, more famiharly,
f~i w(f{~*)) If/==/'* is admissible, then, by the procédure of § 1, we are led to a
conformai admissible map g=ffio(w*l)~i We say that/M induces g Clearly /** and g are

équivalent Hence
Remark Each équivalence class contains a conformai admissible map
We may say more if we assume that D has countably many boundary components

We recall [10] that under this assumption a schhcht map of one circle domain onto
another is actually a Mobius transformation if the mduced point correspondence of
corresponding boundary components is one-to-one We observe, however, that if two
conformai admissible maps gt and g2 are équivalent, then gî 2ogu which is a conformai

map of one circle domain onto another, is the restriction to the first domain of a

(quasiconformal) homeomorphic self map of the plane, and hence induces a one-to-
one point correspondence of the boundary components Then g2 l°gi 1S a Mobius
transformation and we may make the following

Remark If D has countably many boundary components and gt and g2 are
conformai admissible maps, then gi is équivalent to g2 if and only if g1=g2°^ where A

is a Mobius transformation
We may restate the last two remarks (under the assumption that D has countably

many boundary components) in the following way Ëach équivalence class contains a

conformai admissible map which is unique up to a Mobius transformation
Thus the number of distinct conformai admissible maps is equal to the number of

équivalence classes of admissible maps

§ 3. Examples

3 1 We dénote by R(oc, p) the ring domain bounded by the continua a and jff and

by A{ru r2) the ring domain R(cl9 c2) where c2 is the circle \z\=rJ9 0<r2<r1<oo.

Lemma 2 Let Sj(z) (j=l, 2) be a conformai map defined in a neighborhood

ofcj and mapping c3 onto itself Then there exists a quasiconformal mapf(z) ofA(rt, r2)

onto itself such that, for Çecpf(Ç) Sj(Ç)

Pr00/Xet(K<?M'i-e)/('i-'2) ^^
such a map since the hypothesis on Sj(z) implies the existence of constants Mj such

that 0 <Mj~l < (d/dO) Sj {r/e) <M3
For any bounded Jordan curve y we dénote by inty (exty) the bounded (unboun-

ded) région determined by y
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Lemma 3 Let yx and y2 be non-degenerate continua contained in inty where y is an

analytic Jordan curve Then there exists a quasiconformal map f(z) of R(y, yt) onto
R(y, y2) such that for £ey,/(£) £

Proof Letg(z)and h(z) be conformai maps of R(y, y^and R(y, y2) ontoy4(l, rx)
and A 1, r2), respectively Since y is an analytic Jordan curve, g and h may be extended

to be conformai in a neighborhood of y, so that hog~ * is conformai in a neighborhood
of the unit circle and maps it onto îtself Thenf0(oel9) Q(hog~l(eie))is a quasiconformal

self map of A{\, rt) withf0(Ç) hog~1(Ç) for |(| l Following/0 by a hnear

"stretching" in ^results in a quasiconformal map/of A(l, rt) onto A(\, r2) which also

agrées with hog'1 on ICI 1 Then h~lofog is a quasiconformal map of R(y, yt) onto
R(y, y2) and is the îdentity on y

Proposition 1 Let A be a simply connected domain whose closure Â is contained

in the domain DIfDis conformally équivalent to a circle domain, then the same is true

ofD-A
Proof Let/ be a conformai map ofD onto a circle domain K Then/(A) c= K and we

may assume that/(J) is bounded Let y be a bounded analytic Jordan curve separat-

ing df(A) from dK If c is a circle contained in inty, then, by Lemma 3, there exists a

quasiconformal map g of R(y, c) onto R(y, df(A)) such that #(() for (ey Then
the function

(C for ÇeK-inty
U(0 for C

is a quasiconformal map of the circle domain K—intc onto K—f(A) But then D — A

is quasiconformally and hence, by Theorem 1, conformally équivalent to a circle

domain

Theorem 2 Suppose that the domains Dl5 Dn hâve disjoint compléments D'} and

each is conformally équivalent to a circle domain Then the intersection n^ is also

conformally équivalent to a circle domain

Proof It suffices to obtain the resuit for two domains D1 and D2 which contain
the point at inflnity We may draw two (disjoint) analytic Jordan curves ax and a2

such that D'jdintoij (Fig 1) The ring domain ^(a^ a2) is conformally équivalent to
an annulus Ko A(rL, r2) R(ct, c2) By Proposition 1 there existconformai maps/, of
QJ DJnint(xJ onto circle domains Kx and K2, respectively, where K1<nextcu

K2cintc2, and//(aJ) cJ Using Lemma 2, it is easily seen that there exists a

quasiconformal map/0 of Q0 R(ccu a2) onto Ko which agrées with/, on a, The map g
defined by setting it equal to/, on Qj(j 0, 1, 2) is a quasiconformal map of D± n D2

onto the circle domain vKj and hence (Theorem 1) Dl nD2 is conformally équivalent
to a circle domain
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Figure 1

3.2. Suppose that a domain D is symmetric with respect to reflection in the real
axis. Koebe has shown [7] that if the real axis intersects each boundary component of
D (or, equivalently, divides D into two simply connected components), then D is con-
formally équivalent to a circle domain. (It is actually necessary to prove this only in
the case that D is the entire plane with slits along the real axis.)

Using Theorem 1 we obtain, easily, the following extension of this resuit.

Theorem 3. (Quasisymmetry). Let q(z) be a quasiconformal reflection of the entire
plane in the Jordan curve L. Suppose that L divides a domain D into two simply
connected components D1 and D2 such that q(D1) D2. Then D is conformally équivalent to
a circle domain.

Proof. Let/be a conformai map of Dx onto the upper half plane. Then/Og(z) is a

quasiconformal map of D2 onto the lower half plane. Moreover, for ÇeLnD, we

hâve/o g (£)=/(£). Hence there exists a quasiconformal map of D onto the plane with
slits along the real axis. Following this map by the conformai map of the slit plane
onto a circle domain (see the above remarks) results in a quasiconformal map of D
onto a circle domain and the conclusion follows.

§ 4. Domains With Weak Limit Boundary Components

Let A be a bounded open set containing the closed point set k. It is well known
that if the extremal length of the family {y} of rectifiable curves contained in A and

surrounding k is zéro, then k is necessarily a point. Moreover, since extremal length
is a conformai invariant, the point set corresponding to k under any conformai map
of A is, in this case, again a point. On the other hand, if a (flnite) point is a limit boundary

component of an infinitely connected domain D then the extremal length of the

family of surrounding curves (in a bounded neighborhood of the point) need not
necessarily be zéro. If it is, for some such neighborhood, the point is said to be a weak

boundary component. This définition is modifled in the obvious way for the point at
infinity.
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4.1. Denneberg [3] has shown that domains whose boundary components satisfy
certain géométrie condition are conformally équivalent to circle domains. Thèse

conditions, in effect, ensure that the point at infinity is the only limit boundary compo-
nent and that it is weak, in the sensé above. Grôtzsch [4] has considered domains
with afinite number of weak limit boundary components and Strebel [10] the case of
countably many (as well having allowed points on non point Jordan boundary
components to be limit points of other boundary components, under assumptions anal-

ogous to that of weakness [10, 11]).
4.2. We now show how the first resuit of Strebel stated above can easily be obtained

by the methods of § 1. Some of the other, more gênerai results can be obtained in the

same way but, for clarity, we restrict ourselves to the simpler situation of only point
limit boundary components.

Theorem 4. (Strebel). Let D be a domain with point limit boundary components 3?

and suppose that each such boundary component is weak. Then D is conformally
équivalent to a circle domain.

Proof. The collection of isolated boundary components is countable. By Lemma 3

we may replace each such (non point) boundary component by a circle, thus obtain-

ing a circle domain Ko and a homeomorphism/of Ko onto D which is quasiconformal
in the complément (with respect to Ko) of any neighborhood of &. For (eJ^ let

Aj(Ç) be a neighborhood of Ç of diameter less than Ej and Nj(Ç) KonAj(Ç). Set

Nj=uNj(Q over ail £eJ^. Let m(z)=/-//z for zeK0 and define ^(z) /i(z) for
zeK0 — Nj and zéro for zeNj. Then \fÀj(z)\^kj<l in Ko and as in § 1, we obtain a

quasiconformal homeomorphism wj wlli of the plane onto itself which is symmetric
with respect to each (circular) boundary component of Ko — Nj. Letting 8^->0 and

following an argument of Bers ([2], Theorem 5) one may show that a subsequence

(which we again dénote by Wj) converges pointwise to a ^-conformai homeomorphism
w of Ko.

We consider the boundary correspondent induced by w and claim that K=w(KQ)
is a circle domain. We first observe that if we dénote byj£0 the domain obtained from
Ko by adjoining its reflections in the circular boundary components, together with the
circles themselves, then (since for j sufficiently large Wj is symmetric with respect to
each circular boundary component) the convergence Wj-+w may be extended to £0
and hence, in particular to Ko — <&. Suppose that y is a circular boundary component
of Ko. Forj sufficiently large, Wj(y) is a circle and since Wj(z)-+w(z) for zey, y corresponds,

under w, to a circle. On the other hand since the point limit boundary
components are weak, they correspond to points under the conformai map Wo/and hence

under the map w.

Hence K is a circle domain and/ow"1 is a conformai map of K onto D.
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